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ISSUE 53
PEEP SHOW

photographer: karen pearson
stylist: julia weems
set design + installation: anne koch
hair: Mili Benigno for Ennis
make up: Deanna Molluso for Warren-Tricomi Management
model: ola for Q

tan blazer + skirt with yellow elastic belf- Johanna Bartha
jewelry- stylists

black lace blouse- anna molinari
black dress- stylists own
squid cut out- plum by christina ramirez

grey sailor blouse- jill stuart
denim jeans (cut into skirt)- h+m
gold heels- dollhouse
jewelry- stylists own

yellow backless dress- stylists own
white lame jacket- comme des garçons
black boyshort panty- only hearts

black heel with elastic detail- sacha
hosery- photographers own

Thanks to Just Born Marshmallow Peeps
Thanks to 68° for film processing
Shot at office ops